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Hike to Wacrapukara Fortress and 
Vinicunca Rainbow Mountain 
(2d/2n)

ITINERARY

CUSCO / CUSIPATA:
We will pick you up between 5:00 and 6:00 pm from your hotel in Cusco, 
and then in our private transport we will leave towards the south of 
Cusco to the town of Cusipata. The transfer lasts an average of 1 hour 40 
minutes on the Cusco-Sicuani highway. 

We will arrive at our lodge (Cusipata River Lodge), where we will have 
dinner. There our guide will give you the corresponding explanation for 
the walk on the second day. 

You will spend the night in double or multiple rooms (D)
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The Apu Ausangate gives us the wonderful Mountain of 7 Colors or Rainbow Mountain, one of 
the most visited destinations in Peru. Do not miss this beauty of nature, the mythical 
Waqrapukara Fortress as well as picturesque towns and charming landscapes of the 

Peruvian Andes.
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WACRAPUCARA / CUSCO:
Very early in the morning, after breakfast, our transport will be 
waiting to take you to Santa Lucía (where we will start the walk) 
together with your guide for approximately 2 hours, passing 
picturesque villages. 

We will also be able to appreciate the Pomacanchis lagoon and 
beautiful landscapes during the entire route to reach the town of 
Santa Lucia, where we will start with our walk to the Waqrapucara 
Fortress (the distance is almost 8 km an average of 1 hour and a 
half approximately). The route is of a comfortable level for all 
travelers, especially those who like adventure and scenic places. 
You will see black walls surrounded by different springs and 
natural waterfalls along the way. 

Upon reaching the Wacrapucara fortress we will hear the guide's 
explanation, then take photos and return to the lodge, where we 
will have lunch and spend the afternoon and night (B, L, D)

MOUNTAIN OF 7 COLORS VINICUNCA
After breakfast (5:00 am) our transport will pick us up from the 
lodge to take us to the Rainbow Mountain passing through the town 
of Chillihuani. Continuing by road and with a very beautiful 
landscape we can see a small canyon; finally we will arrive at 
Phulawasipata. 

We will rent horses if needed and start our adventure. The hike up 
is approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes. 

Continuing with the walk we appreciate snow-capped mountains 
and wonderful landscapes in the distance to finally reach the 
Mountain of 7 Colors; from the highest point you can see this 
attractive landscape in all its magnitude. 

After appreciating and taking photos, we will start the return with a 
walk of 1 hour and 30 minutes, arriving at Phulawasipata and then 
return to the lodge to have lunch and relax in the sauna. 

Our transport will be waiting for us to return to Cusco, where we 
will arrive at approximately 4:00 pm (B + L) 
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Mask and face shield
Cap or hat
Sunscreen

Rain poncho depending on the weather
Water and snacks

Comfortable clothes and good shoes
Small backpack (20 liters)

Sunglasses
Coca leaves

Camera
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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